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Future of Europe
Globalisation:
towards greater
transparency and
inclusiveness
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agree with the overall argument of
the European Commission’s reflection
paper on globalisation, which states
that protectionism is not the answer
to the challenges we are currently facing. WWe welcome the reflection paper and its recognition of the fact that
more must be done to improve skills

External response

Free trade agreements: Civil society involvement and transparency

When negotiating free trade agree-

We agree with the overall
argument of the European
Commission’s reflection
paper on globalisation,
which
states
that
protectionism is not the
answer to the challenges
we are currently facing.”

We also welcome the European Parliament’s role as watchdog during the
free trade agreement negotiations
and believe that it should continue
with the responsibility of raising citizens’ concerns and incorporating relevant amendments.
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1. Bertelsmann Stifting, 2016. Globalisation fears
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bertelsmann-stiftung.de/en/topics/aktuellemeldungen/2016/november/globalisation-fearsweigh-heavily-on-european-voters

vestment court to settle investments
disputes is a step in the right direction.
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Internal response
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Regulation of new forms of employment
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The role of local and regional governments

An active role must be ensured for local and regional governments to help
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2. Euractiv, 2017. SMEs are key to inclusive trade,
say global experts. http://www.euractiv.com/
section/economy-jobs/news/smes-are-key-toinclusive-trade-say-global-experts

line portal. The platform could be di3. European Commission, 2016. Annual report
on European SMEs 2015/2016, SME recovery
continues.
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regional governments connect and

Conclusion

the European Commission’s reflection

The European Movement

share best practices.

paper on harnessing globalisation

participation of citizens and stake-

and agrees that protectionism can-

holders in the development of Eu-

not be the solution to the challenges
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vided by issue and could be used as a
source of inspiration where local and

An active role must be
ensured for local and
regional
governments
to help find solutions to
the problems EU citizens
face. By involving and
consulting with them the
EU would find solutions
that could better match the
challenges that EU citizens
are facing.”

The European Movement welcomes

More resources

that of SMEs should not be taken for

Although the Globalisation Adjust-

granted when trying to find solutions

ment Fund is an important step for-

to the issues that arise from a rapidly

ward, we believe that it is not enough

changing world.

to ensure that the benefits of globalisation reach the whole of society.
Instead of a case-by-case compensation, EU resources should be directed
to structural internal and external
responses that meet the demands of
a globalised and digitalised world. Integrating the aim of a resilient society,
in which the benefits of globalisation
are shared, should be one of the core
policy priorities in the discussions on
the new post-2020 Multiannual Financial Framework.
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